Mechanism and clinical significance of atrial repetitive responses in man.
We have studied the electrophysiological correlates of atrial repetitive responses, induced by single extrastimuli, in a group of 25 patients undergoing electrophysiologic studies for a variety of supraventricular and ventricular arrhythmias. The incidence of repetitive responses was not related to a previous history of atrial tachyarrhythmias. Repetitive responses were observed only when the extrastimulus elicited a significant intra-atrial conduction delay, as measured from the extrastimulus artifact, to two or three points in the atria. This condition was fulfilled only when the basic atrial rhythm was paced, and it was also facilitated by increasing atrial rate, which shortened the atrial effective refractory period. Atrial pacing thus seemed to facilitate the production of atrial repetitive responses by both promoting intra-atrial conduction delays during extrastimulation, and by shortening the atrial refractory period. Atrial repetitive responses are probably a nonspecific phenomenon, unrelated to a tendency towards atrial tachyarrhythmias; their mechanism is probably local re-entry, related to slow conduction of impulses during incomplete repolarization, and under favorable conditions they may precipitate atrial flutter or fibrillation in predisposed patients.